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Strongly -m full modules
Satoru Isogawa＊
Abstract We introduce the stongly -m full property for a pair of graded modules, which is stronger than the -m full property but 
weaker than the componentwise -m full property, and give criteria for strong -m fullness by means of strongly -m full closure.
One more property for a pair of graded modules : the -m adic -m fullness is introduced. Using strongly -m full closure , we 
show that -m adic -m fullness and componentwise -m fullness are equivalent.
Keywords : Standard graded commutative algebra, Strongly -m full modules, -m acically -m full modules, Componentwise -m full modules.
1. Intoroduction
The property of homogeneous ideals of a standard graded Noetherian commutative algebra over a field, called the 
m -fullness, and related topics have been studied by many authors (e.g., (1)-(13)). The property, m -fullness, can 
naturally be extended to the property of a pair of a graded module and its submodule.
In this paper, we introduce the strongly m -full property, which is stronger than the m -full property, for a pair of a
graded module and its graded submodule, but weaker than componentwise m -full property introduced in (8). We also 
introduce the m -adically m -full property which is equivalent to componentwise m -full property. We give criteria 
for those properties.
In Section 2, the preliminary section, we fix some notations used in (8) and recall the criteria form -fullness and the 
definition of componentwise m -full defect from (8).
In Section 3, we study strongly m -fullness. Introducing the strongly m -full closure, we give criteria for strongly 
m -fullness in Corollary 3.11.
In Section 4, we define m -adically m -full property and after showing that this property is equivalent to
componentwise m -fullness, give criteria for those equivalent properties in Theorem 4.9.
In Section 5, the last section, applying our results to homogeneous ideals of the polynomial ring in two variables, we 
extend the result in (11, Theorem 4) as Theorem 5.11.
2. Preliminaries
Let  be the set of integers, 0≥ be the set of nonnegative integers and R be a standard graded Noetherian 
commutative algebra over an infinite field K with the maximal homogeneous ideal m and the residue field
/k R m . Let  be the category of finitely generated graded R -modules, for M ∈ and i∈ , we denote iM
the K -vector subspace generated by homogeneous elements of degree i in M , ( )M i the i -shifted module of 
M defined by ( )( ) :jM i i j= + for  all j∈ . For a graded submodule N of M and a homogeneous ideal I of 
R ,we denote { }: :
M
N I M I Nξ ξ= ∈ ⊆ , and similarly, for a homogeneous element z R∈ , we also denote 
{ }: :
M
N z M z Nξ ξ= ∈ ⊆ . We fix some notations as follows:





=⊕ : the graded submodule of elements of degrees greater than or equal to j in M .
(2) : jjM RM= : the graded submodule generated by elements of degrees j in M .







 : the degree function of M defined by deg : iξ = if 0 iMξ≠ ∈ .
(4) ( )l M : the length of M , i.e., the largest length of chains of submodules of M .
(5) ( )depth M : the depth of M , i.e., the length of maximal regular sequence on M if 0M ≠ and ( )depth 0 := ∞ .
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図 2 熊本地震の余震数（気象庁平成 28年熊本地震の関連
情報 HPより） 
 
表 1 熊本県内の被害状況 2017年 4月まで(総理府平成 29












２.  熊本地震 
2016年 4月 14日午後 9時 26分に震度 7の揺れ，16
日午前 1時 30分にも再び震度 7の揺れが起こり，気
象庁はこれを本震，14日を前震とした．その後も余震
が続き，2017 年 4 月 21 日までの余震の累計は 4,252
回に上る(図 2)．今回の熊本地震の犠牲者は死者 228
人，負傷者 2,753人(平成 29年 4月 13日現在)，倒壊





















4月 14日木曜日午後 9時 26分，震度 7の地震が襲
った．激しい揺れが襲い寮生全員が屋外に避難し点呼
を執った(図 4)．2 名がキャンパスを離れており，そ
のうちの 1 名が電車で 30 分程度の熊本市内まで出掛
けていることがわかったが，地震の影響で電車が不通
となり，直ぐには帰寮できないとわかり寮務委員が車
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(6) ( )pdR M : the projective dimension of M .
(7) ( ) ( ): /M l M Mµ = m : the number of minimal generators of M .
(8) ( ) ( ){ }D : / 0iM i M M= ∈ ≠ m : the set of degrees of minimal generators of M , especially ( )D 0 =∅ .
(9) ( ) ( ){ }: min / 0id M i M M= ∈ ≠ m : the minimal degree of minimal generators of M , especially ( )0d = ∞ .
(10) ( ) ( ){ }: max / 0id M i M M′ = ∈ ≠ m : the maximal degree of minimal generators of M , especially ( )0D = −∞ .
(11) ( ) ( ){ }1 1NZD : NZDM z R z M= ∈ ∈ if 0M ≠ and ( ) { }1 1NZD 0 : 0R=  .
(12) ( ) ( )
0
: : : :i i
M M Mi i
N N N∞
∈ ≥
= = m m m

: the saturation of N in M .
(13) ( ) ( ): 1 top 0 :MMσ = + m : 1+ the degree of the top socle of M , especially, ( ) :Mσ = −∞ if 0 : 0M m : .
Definition 2.2. Let N M⊆ ∈ .
(1) N is called m -full in M if :
M
N z N=m for some 10 z R≠ ∈ . Especially in this case, we say that N is
m -full in M with respect to z .
(2) ( ) { }1-full ; :  is -full in  w.r.t.  zN M z N M R= ∈m m is called the set of m -full divisors  for N in M .
Theorem 2.3. (See (8, Theorem 3.6).) Let N M⊆ ∈ . Then ( )-full ;N Mm is a Zariski open subset of 1R .
Proposition 2.4. (See (8, Proposition 3.4).)Let N M⊆ ∈ and 1z R∈ . Then the following are equivalent:
(i) N is m -full in M w.r.t. z ;
(ii) ( ) ( ) ( )( )/0 : /M NN l z N zM zMµ µ= + + .
Definition 2.5. Let N M⊆ ∈ . ( )0 : 0Mδ = , ( ) ( ){ }: max 0, /M N M N dδ σ= − if 0 dN N≠ = and for general 
0N ≠ , we define ( ) ( ) ( ){ }: max D  M M iN N i Nδ δ= ∈ . We call ( )M Nδ the componentwise m -full defect of N in 
M if depth 1M ≥ .
Lemma 2.6. Let 0 N M≠ ⊆ ∈ , :
ii d
N N= and ( ): :   1, ,i i ML N i r
∞= = m where ( ) { }1D rN d d= < < .





r rd j d j
N N N L L
≥ + ≥ +
= + + = + + m m m .
Proof. By [8, Lemma 4.9 (4)], ( ) ( ){ }max 0, 0jM MN N jδ δ= − =m since ( )Mj Nδ≥ . Hence by definition, 
( ) 0jM iNδ =m ( )1, ,i r=  . By [8, Lemma 4.7 (1) (iv)], ( )
i
j
i i d j
N L
≥ +
=m ( )1, ,i r=  . This completes the proof. 
3. Strongly m - full modules




for all 0i ≥∈ . Especially in this case, we say that N is strongly m -full in M with respect to z .
Remark 3.2. Let N M⊆ ∈ . If N is strongly m -full in M , then by definition, N is m -full in M . 0 is 
strongly m -full in M if and only if ( )1NZD M ≠ ∅ .
Notation 3.3. Let N M⊆ ∈ and 1z R∈ .
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Action Reports of Dormitories and Teachers Actions at Kumamoto-Earthquake  
–A Case of Disaster Occurrence Countermeasures – 
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In April 2016, an earthquake with seismic intensity of 7 twice attacked the Kumamoto district, leaving a large scar on the 
Kumamoto area. There were no human injuries at Kumamoto KOSEN. College and there were no major damage to the building 
at the dormitory, but the residents were forced to evacuate without entering the dorm for seven days after the earthquake 
occurred. More than 100 cracks were confirmed on indoor and outdoor walls and living rooms. Dormitory students were obliged 
to evacuate life using the eighth room of the second floor of the school building for seven days, but the residence students 
survived this difficulty with disciplined actions including evacuation and evacuation lives, mainly for officers of the dormitories. , 
The situation of the area, and the state of the residence, and returned to life to sleep in the dorm on the eighth day. School 
students who came to school on May 8 also entered the dormitory and the dormitory life as usual resumed. In emergency, I 
realized that the flexible choice of each position and communication from day to day are more important than anything else. 
 
キーワード：熊本地震，学寮 寮生会と寮務委員会，被災と避難，復旧 
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１.  はじめに 
2016年 4月に熊本を襲った震度 7の地震では熊本地
方に大きな爪痕を残した（図 1）．地震直後に避難生活
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=  m m .
(2)  ( ) ( );
0
: :




=  m .
Remark 3.4. Let N M⊆ ∈ . N is strongly m -full in M w.r.t. 1z R∈ if and only if 
( );M z
N N= .
Lemma 3.5. Let 0 L M≠ ⊆ ∈ . Assume that depth 1M ≥ and L is a saturated graded submodule of M , i.e., 
:
M
L L∞ =m . Then ( ) ( )1 1NZD / NZDM L M∩ ≠∅ and for any j∈ , jL≥ is strongly m -full w.r.t. 
( ) ( )1 1NZD / NZDz M L M∈ ∩ ≠∅ , i.e., :i ij jML z L≥ ≥=m for all 0i ≥∈ .
Proof. Since depth 1M ≥ , and / 0M L = or ( )depth / 1M L ≥ , we have ( )1NZD M ≠ ∅ and ( )1NZD /M L ≠ ∅ .
Moreover ( )1NZD M and ( )1NZD /M L are Zariski open subsets in 1R , so ( ) ( )1 1NZD / NZDM L M∩ ≠∅ .
Obviously, :i ij j ML L z≥ ≥⊆ m . On the other hand, we remark that : :
i i i i
j jM L
L z L z≥ ≥=m m since ( )/ jl L L≥ < ∞m , so 
:j ML L
∞
≥= m m and ( )1NZD /z M L∈ . Let 0 :i ij LL zξ ≥≠ ∈m be a homogeneous element, then 
0 i i j j iz L Lξ ≥ ≥ +≠ ∈ ⊆m . Hence we have deg deg
iz i j iξ ξ= + ≥ + . This implies jLξ ≥∈ , so 
: :i i i ij j jM LL z L z L≥ ≥ ≥= ⊆m m . We are done. 
Proposition 3.6. Let 10 pL L M≠ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ∈  be a chain of saturated graded submodules, 1, , pe e ∈  with 







′ = + + . Assume depth 1M ≥ . Then N ′ is strongly m -full w.r.t. 










, i.e., :i i
M
N z N′ ′=m for all 0i ≥∈ .
Proof. The inclusion :i i
M
N N z′ ′⊆ m obviously holds. On the other hand, let 0 :i i
M
N zξ ′≠ ∈m be a homogeneous 




i i i i
pe e
z N L Lξ
≥ ≥
′≠ ∈ = + +m m m . Let : deg ic z ξ= , then 1q qe i c e i++ ≤ < + for some 
1 1q p≤ ≤ − or qe i c+ ≤ with q p= , so we have:




i i i i i i i i
q q q qc e e c i c i c i ec
z N L L L L L Lξ
≥ ≥ − − − ≥
′≠ ∈ = + + = + + = ⊆ m m m m m m m .




L z L Nξ
≥ ≥
′∈ = ⊆m by Lemma 3.5. This implies :i i
M
N z N′ ′⊆m and completes the 
proof. 
Remark 3.7. In the proof of Proposition 3.6, we use the fact that ( ) 11 1 1 1i i i ij j ji jM M M M
+
−+
= + + =m m m m for any 
0 ,i j≥∈ ∈  and M ∈ .
Definition 3.8. Let N M⊆ ∈ . N is called the strongly m -full closure of N in M if it satisfies the following 
properties:
(1) N is a graded submodule of M , containing N and strongly m -full in M .
(2) N N ′⊆ , for any N ′ a strongly m -full graded submodule of M , containing N .
That is to say, N is the minimal, with respect to inclusion relation, strongly m -full graded submodule of M ,
containing N .
Remark 3.9. Let 0 N M≠ ⊆ ∈ , :
ii d
N N= and ( ): :   1, ,i i ML N i r
∞= = m where ( ) { }1D rN d d= < < . Then 
1 rL L⊆ ⊆ since ( )( )1 /i il N N N+ + < ∞ , so ( )1 :i i ML N N
∞= + + m for 1, ,i r=  .
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２.  熊本地震 
2016年 4月 14日午後 9時 26分に震度 7の揺れ，16
日午前 1時 30分にも再び震度 7の揺れが起こり，気
象庁はこれを本震，14日を前震とした．その後も余震
が続き，2017 年 4 月 21 日までの余震の累計は 4,252
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った．激しい揺れが襲い寮生全員が屋外に避難し点呼
を執った(図 4)．2 名がキャンパスを離れており，そ
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(6) ( )pdR M : the projective dimension of M .
(7) ( ) ( ): /M l M Mµ = m : the number of minimal generators of M .
(8) ( ) ( ){ }D : / 0iM i M= ∈ ≠ m : the set of degrees of minimal generators of M , especially ( )D 0 =∅ .
(9) ( ) ( ){ }: min / 0id M i M M= ∈ ≠ m : the minimal degree of minimal generators of M , especially ( )0d = ∞ .
(10) ( ) ( ){ }: max / 0id M i M M′ = ∈ ≠ m : the maximal degree of minimal generators of M , especially ( )0D = −∞ .
(11) ( ) ( ){ }1 1NZD : NZDM z R z M= ∈ ∈ if 0M ≠ and ( ) { }1 1NZD 0 : 0R=  .
(12) ( ) ( )
0
: : : :i i
M M Mi i
N N N∞
∈ ≥
= = m m m

: the saturation of N in M .
(13) ( ) ( ): 1 top 0 :MMσ = + m : 1+ the degree of the top socle of M , especially, ( ) :Mσ = −∞ if 0 : 0M m : .
Definition 2.2. Let N M⊆ ∈ .
(1) N is called m -full in M if :
M
N z N=m for some 10 z R≠ ∈ . Especially in this case, we say that N is
m -full in M with respect to z .
(2) ( ) { }1-full ; :  is -full in  w.r.t.  zN M z N M R= ∈m m is called the set of m -full divisors  for N in M .
Theorem 2.3. (See (8, Theorem 3.6).) Let N M⊆ ∈ . Then ( )-full ;N Mm is a Zariski open subset of 1R .
2.4. (Se (8, Proposition 3.4).)Let N M⊆ ∈ and 1z R∈ . Then the following are equivalent:
(i) N is m -full in M w.r.t. z ;
(ii) ( ) ( ) ( )( )/0 : /M NN l z N zM zMµ µ= + + .
Definition 2.5. Let N M⊆ ∈ . ( )0 : 0Mδ = , ( ) ( ){ }: max 0, /M N M N dδ σ= − if 0 dN N≠ = and for general 
0N ≠ , we define ( ) ( ) ( ){ }: max D  M M iN N i Nδ δ= ∈ . We call ( )M Nδ the componentwise m -full defect of N in 
M if depth 1M ≥ .
Lemma 2.6. Let 0 N M≠ ⊆ ∈ , :
ii d
N N= and ( ): :   1, ,i i ML N i r
∞= = m where ( ) { }1D rN d d= < < .





r rd j d j
N N N L L
≥ + ≥ +
= + + = + + m m m .
Proof. By [8, Lemma 4.9 (4)], ( ) ( ){ }max 0, 0jM MN N jδ δ= − =m since ( )Mj Nδ≥ . Hence by definition, 
( ) 0jM iNδ =m ( )1, ,i r=  . By [8, Lemma 4.7 (1) (iv)], ( )
i
j
i i d j
N L
≥ +
=m ( )1, ,i r=  . This completes the proof. 
3. Strongly m - full modules




for all 0i ≥∈ . Especially in this case, we say that N is strongly m -full in M with respect to z .
Remark 3.2. Let N M⊆ ∈ . If N is strongly m -full in M , then by definition, N is m -full in M . 0 is 
strongly m -full in M if and only if ( )1NZD M ≠ ∅ .
Notation 3.3. Let N M⊆ ∈ and 1z R∈ .
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Theorem 3.10. Let 0 N M≠ ⊆ ∈ , :
ii d
N N= and ( ): :   1, ,i i ML N i r
∞= = m where ( ) { }1D rN d d= < < .
Assume depth 1M ≥ . Then the following hold:
(1)  







N N L L
≥ ≥













N is strongly m -full.










N is the strongly m -full closure of N in M .





r rd j d j
N N N L L
≥ + ≥ +
= + + = + + m m m . Using this result, 
we have the following:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1 1
1 1 1: : :
r r r
j j j j j j
r r rd d d d d j d jM M M
L L L L L L N
≥ ≥ ≥ ≥ ≥ + ≥ +
+ + ⊆ + + ⊆ + + =  m m m m m m ,
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1 1
1 1 1: : : :
r r r
j j j j j j
r r rd j d j d j d j d dM M M M
N L L N z L L z L L
≥ + ≥ + ≥ + ≥ + ≥ ≥
= + + ⊆ = + + = + +  m m m m .




j j j j
rd dM M
N N z L L
≥ ≥
= = + +m m m for any ( )Mj Nδ≥ , so we have:
 







N N L L
≥ ≥
= = + + .
(2) This follows from (1) and Proposition 3.6.
(3) From the definition of strong m-fullness, N is strongly m -full in M if and only if 
( );M z
N N= . In general, 
 
( );M M z
N N N⊆ ⊆ , hence   
( );M M z
N N N= = if N is strongly m -full in M . Especially, 
M
N is strongly m -full 






N N⊇ is strongly m -full by (2). If N N′ ⊇ is a strongly m -full graded submodule of M , then 
 
M M
N N N′ ′= ⊇ by (3). This implies that 
M
N is the strongly m -full closure of N in M . 
Directly from Theorem 3.10, we get the following criteria for strong m - fullness.
Corollary 3.11. Let N M⊆ ∈ . Assume depth 1M ≥ . Then the following are equivalent:




(iii) 0N = or 







= + + , where :
ii d
N N= and ( ): :   1, ,i i ML N i r
∞= = m with ( ) { }1D rN d d= < < .
4. Componentwise m - full modules and m - adically m - full modules
Definition 4.1. Let N M⊆ ∈ .
(1) N is called componentwisem -full (c.w.m -full for short ) in M if iN is m -full in M for all i∈ .
(2) N is called m - adically m -full (m -ad.m -full for short ) in M if i Nm is m -full in M for all i∈ .
Proposition 4.2. (See (8, Proposition 4.2).) Let N M⊆ ∈ . If N is componentwise m -full in M , then N
ism -full in M .
Theorem 4.3. (See (8, Theorem 4.10).) Let 0 N M≠ ⊆ ∈ and :
ii d
N N= , ( ): :   1, ,i i ML N i r
∞= = m where
( ) { }1D rN d d= < < . If depth 1M ≥ , then the following are equivalent:
(i) N is componentwise m -full in M ;
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to evacuate life using the eighth room of the second floor of the school building for seven days, but the residence students 
survived this difficulty with disciplined actions including evacuation and evacuation lives, mainly for officers of the dormitories. , 
The situation of the area, and the state of the residence, and returned to life to sleep in the dorm on the eighth day. School 
students who came to school on May 8 also entered the dormitory and the dormitory life as usual resumed. In emergency, I 
realized that the flexible choice of each position and communication from day to day are more important than anything else. 
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１.  はじめに 
2016年 4月に熊本を襲った震度 7の地震では熊本地
方に大きな爪痕を残した（図 1）．地震直後に避難生活
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(ii) iN is m -full in M for all 1 i r≤ ≤ ;






= for all 1 i r≤ ≤ ;







= + + and  ( )i id d L′= for all 1 i r≤ ≤ .
Corollary 4.4. Let N M⊆ ∈ . Assume depth 1M ≥ . If N is componentwise m -full in M , then strongly m -full 
in M .
Proof. If 0N = , there is nothing to prove. So we assume that 0N ≠ . If N is componentwise m -full in M , then 







= + + , where :
ii d
N N= , ( ): :   1, ,i i ML N i r
∞= = m with ( ) { }1D rN d d= < < by Theorem 4.3
(iv). Hence N is strongly m -full in M by Corollary 3.11 (iii) . 
Corollary 4.5. Let N M⊆ ∈ . Assume depth 1M ≥ . If N is componentwise m -full in M , then j Nm is also 
componentwise m -full in M for any 0j ≥∈ .
Proof. If 0N = , there is nothing to prove. So we assume that 0N ≠ . Here we remark that if 1 rN N N= + + , where 
( ):   1, ,
ii d
N N i r= =  with ( ) { }1D rN d d= < < , then 1j j j rN N N= + +m m m for 0j ≥∈ , so we have 






= where ( ): : :   1ji i iM ML N N i r
∞ ∞= = ≤ ≤m m m , so we have ( ) ( )
i i
j j
i i id d j
N L L
≥ ≥ +
= =m m for 
1 i r≤ ≤ . This implies ( ) ( )( ):j jp p M pN N ∞ ≥=m m m for all ( )Dp N∈ . Again by Theorem 4.3, j Nm is 
componentwise m -full in M . 
Lemma 4.6. Let 0 N M≠ ⊆ ∈ and :
ii d
N N= , ( ): :   1, ,i i ML N i r
∞= = m where ( ) { }1D rN d d= < < . If 







= + + and ( )1 1d d L′= . Especially, 
N is strongly m -full.
Proof. If N is m -adically m -full in M , then 1 1: :j j j jjM MN N N z N
+ +⊆ ⊆ =m m m m m for each 0j ≥∈ and 
some 1jz R∈ . This implies 
1 :j j
M
N N+m m : m for all 0j ≥∈ .  Hence we have:
( )1 1 1: : : :j j j j j jM M M MN N N N+ + + = =m m : m m m : m m .






N N L L
≥ ≥
= = + + , by Theorem 3.10 (1) , especially N is strongly m -full by 











L N ∞= m m for each 0j ≥∈ , we have:





rd j d d
N L L L
≥ + ≥ ≥
= + = + + m m m .











L L= , so ( )1 1d d L′= . 
Lemma 4.7. Let 0 N M≠ ⊆ ∈ and ( ):   1, ,
ii d
N N i r= =  , where ( ) { }1D rN d d= < < . If depth 1M ≥ , 2r ≥
and N ism -adically m -full in M , then 2: rN N N′ = + + is also m -adically m -full in M .
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図 2 熊本地震の余震数（気象庁平成 28年熊本地震の関連
情報 HPより） 
 
表 1 熊本県内の被害状況 2017年 4月まで(総理府平成 29












２.  熊本地震 
2016年 4月 14日午後 9時 26分に震度 7の揺れ，16
日午前 1時 30分にも再び震度 7の揺れが起こり，気
象庁はこれを本震，14日を前震とした．その後も余震
が続き，2017 年 4 月 21 日までの余震の累計は 4,252
回に上る(図 2)．今回の熊本地震の犠牲者は死者 228
人，負傷者 2,753人(平成 29年 4月 13日現在)，倒壊





















4月 14日木曜日午後 9時 26分，震度 7の地震が襲
った．激しい揺れが襲い寮生全員が屋外に避難し点呼
を執った(図 4)．2 名がキャンパスを離れており，そ
のうちの 1 名が電車で 30 分程度の熊本市内まで出掛
けていることがわかったが，地震の影響で電車が不通
となり，直ぐには帰寮できないとわかり寮務委員が車
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6 ( )pdR M : the projective dimension of M .
(7) ( ) ( ): /M l M Mµ = m : the number of minimal generators of M .
(8) ( ) ( ){ }D : / 0iM i M M= ∈ ≠ m : the set of degrees of minimal generators of M , especially ( )D 0 =∅ .
(9) ( ) ( ){ }: min / 0id M i M M= ∈ ≠ m : the minimal degree of minimal generators of M , especially ( )0d = ∞ .
(10) ( ) ( ){ }: max / 0id M i M M′ = ∈ ≠ m : the maximal degree of minimal generators of M , especially ( )0D = −∞ .
(11) ( ) ( ){ }1 1NZD : NZDM z R z M= ∈ ∈ if 0M ≠ and ( ) { }1 1NZD 0 : 0R=  .
(12) ( ) ( )
0
: : : :i i
M M Mi i
N N N∞
∈ ≥
= = m m m

: the saturation of N in M .
(13) ( ) ( ): 1 top 0 :MMσ = + m : 1+ the degree of the top socle of M , especially, ( ) :Mσ = −∞ if 0 : 0M m : .
Definition 2.2. Let N M⊆ ∈ .
(1) N is called m -full in M if :
M
N z N=m for some 10 z R≠ ∈ . Especially in this case, we say that N is
m -full in M with respect to z .
(2) ( ) { }1-full ; :  is -full in  w.r.t.  zN M z N M R= ∈m m is called the set of m -full divisors  for in M .
Theorem 2.3. (See (8, Theorem 3.6).) Let N M⊆ ∈ . Then ( )-full ;N Mm is a Zariski open subset of 1R .
Proposition 2.4. (See (8, Proposition 3.4).)Let N M⊆ ∈ and 1z R∈ . Then the following are equivalent:
(i) N is m -full in M w.r.t. z ;
(ii) ( ) ( ) ( )( )/0 : /M NN l z N zM zMµ µ= + + .
Definition 2.5. Let N M⊆ ∈ . ( )0 : 0Mδ = , ( ) ( ){ }: max 0, /M N M N dδ σ= − if 0 dN N≠ = and for general 
0N ≠ , we define ( ) ( ) ( ){ }: max D  M M iN N i Nδ δ= ∈ . We call ( )M Nδ the componentwise m -full defect of N in 
M if depth 1M ≥ .
Lemma 2.6. Let 0 N M≠ ⊆ ∈ , :
ii d
N N= and ( ): :   1, ,i i ML N i r
∞= = m where ( ) { }1D rN d d= < < .





r rd j d j
N N N L L
≥ + ≥ +
= + + = + + m m m .
Proof. By [8, Lemma 4.9 (4)], ( ) ( ){ }max 0, 0jM MN N jδ δ= − =m since ( )Mj Nδ≥ . Hence by definition, 
( ) 0jM iNδ =m ( )1, ,i r=  . By [8, Lemma 4.7 (1) (iv)], ( )
i
j
i i d j
N L
≥ +
=m ( )1, ,i r=  . This completes the proof. 
3. Strongly m - full modules




for all 0i ≥∈ . Especially in this case, we say that N is strongly m -full in M with respect to z .
Remark 3.2. Let N M⊆ ∈ . If N is strongly m -full in M , then by definition, N is m -full in M . 0 is 
strongly m -full in M if and only if ( )1NZD M ≠ ∅ .
Notation 3.3. Let N M⊆ ∈ and 1z R∈ .
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Proof. Since N is m -adically m -full in M , we have ( )-full ;j N M ≠ ∅m m for each 0j ≥∈ . Let 
( ) ( )1-full ; NZDjjz N M M∈ ∩m m , then 1 :j jjMN z N
+ =m m . The inclusion 1 :j j jMN N z
+′ ′⊆m m clearly holds. On 
the other hand, let 1 10 : :j j jj jM MN z N z Nξ
+ +′≠ ∈ ⊆ =m m m be a nonzero homogeneous element. Then we 
have 1 1 120
j j j
j rz N N Nξ
+ + +′≠ ∈ + +m : m m . Hence 2deg d jξ ≥ + and we have:
( ) ( )
2 2
1 2 2
j j j j j j j
r rd j d i
N N N N N N Nξ
≥ + ≥ +
′∈ = + + + = + + = m m m m m m m .
Hence we have 1 :j jjMN z N
+ ′ ′⊆m m . This completes the proof. 
Remark 4.8. We remark that ( ) ( )1-full ; NZDj N M M∩ ≠∅m m for each integer 0j ≥∈ by Theorem 2.3.
Theorem 4.9. Let 0 N M≠ ⊆ ∈ , :
ii d
N N= and ( ): :   1, ,i i ML N i r
∞= = m where ( ) { }1D rN d d= < < .
Assume depth 1M ≥ , then the following are equivalent:
(i) N ism -adically m -full in M .







= + + and  ( )i id d L′= for all 1 i r≤ ≤ .
(iii) N is componentwise m -full in M .
Proof. ( ) ( )i ii⇒ : By Lemma 4.7, 1 rN N N= + + , ( )2 2: rN N N= + + , ( )3 3: rN N N= + + , , ( ) :r rN N= are 







= + + with ( )1 1d d L′= ,






























= + + and  ( )i id d L′= for all 1 i r≤ ≤ .
( ) ( )ii iii⇔ : This follows from Theorem 4.3.
( ) ( )iii i⇒ : This follows from Proposition 4.2. and Corollary 4.5. 
Remark 4.10. If N ism -adically m -full in M and depth 1M ≥ , then from Theorem 4.9 and Theorem 3.10 (1),
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0
1 1 1 1
1 1














5. Application to ideals of the polynomial ring in two variables
Definition 5.1. Let M ∈ . ( ) ( ){ }0reg : sup ,  with Tor , 0 Ri jM j i i j M k≥= − ∈ ∈ ≠  is called the regularity of M .
Definition 5.2. Let 1[ , , ]rI R K X X⊆ =  be a proper (i.e. I R≠ ) homogeneous ideal. I is called a componetwise 
linear ideal if ( )reg jI j= for all j∈ with 0jI ≠ .
Definition 5.3 (Watanabe). (See (11).) Let 1[ , , ]rI R K X X⊆ =  be a proper homogeneous ideal. I is called a
completely m -full ideal if there exist 1 1, , nz z R∈ such that I is m -full in R w.r.t. 1z and 
( ) ( )1 1/i iI z R z R z R z R+ + + + +  is m -full in ( )1/ iR z R z R+ + w.r.t. 1iz + for each 1, , 1i n= − .
Remark 5.4. Let [ ]I R K X⊆ = be a proper homogeneous ideal of the polynomial ring in one variable. Then 0I =
or ( )iI X= for some integer 1i ≥ since R is a principal ideal domain. So I is m -full in R w.r.t. X .
We need the following result to prove Proposition 5.7.
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In April 2016, an earthquake with seismic intensity of 7 twice attacked the Kumamoto district, leaving a large scar on the 
Kumamoto area. There were no human injuries at Kumamoto KOSEN. College and there were no major damage to the building 
at the dormitory, but the residents were forced to evacuate without entering the dorm for seven days after the earthquake 
occurred. More than 100 cracks were confirmed on indoor and outdoor walls and living rooms. Dormitory students were obliged 
to evacuate life using the eighth room of the second floor of the school building for seven days, but the residence students 
survived this difficulty with disciplined actions including evacuation and evacuation lives, mainly for officers of the dormitories. , 
The situation of the area, and the state of the residence, and returned to life to sleep in the dorm on the eighth day. School 
students who came to school on May 8 also entered the dormitory and the dormitory life as usual resumed. In emergency, I 
realized that the flexible choice of each position and communication from day to day are more important than anything else. 
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Theorem 5.5 (Harima and Watanabe). (See (5, Theorem 1.1).)Let 1[ , , ]rI R K X X⊆ =  be an homogeneous ideal. 
Then I is a completely m -full ideal if and only if I is a componetwise linear ideal.
Remark 5.6. Recall we assume that K is an infinite field throughout this paper. If K is a finite field, then Theorem 
5.5 does not hold.
From now on, we assume that [ , ]R K X Y= is the polynomial ring in two variables. For any two elements ,f g R∈ ,
we denote f g if f divides g and f g if f does not divide g .
Proposition 5.7. Let [ , ]I R K X Y⊆ = be a proper homogeneous ideal. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) I is componetwise m -full in R .
(ii) I is strongly m -full in R .
(iii) I ism -full in R .
(iv) I is a completely m -full ideal.
(v) I is a componetwise linear ideal.
Proof. ( ) ( )i ii⇒ : This follows from Corollary 4.4. ( ) ( )ii iii⇒ :This is clear by definition. ( ) ( )iii iv⇒ : Since I is 
m -full in R , there exists 10 z R≠ ∈ such that :RI z I=m . Then ( ) ( )/I zR zR+ is m -full in / [ ]R zR K X by 
Remark 5.4. Hence I is a completely m -full ideal. ( ) ( )iv v⇔ : This follows from Theorem 5.5. ( ) ( )v i⇒ : Since 
I is a componetwise linear ideal, every component jI ( j∈ ) is also a componetwise linear ideal by definition.
Hence from Theorem 5.5, jI is a completely m -full , so especially m -full ideal for each j∈ . This implies I
is componetwise m -full in R . 
Lemma 5.8. Let 0 [ , ]J R K X Y≠ ⊆ = be a saturated homogeneous ideal, i.e., :
R
J J∞ =m , then J is a free module 
of rank 1, especially, is a principal ideal , i.e., J Rf= for some homogeneous element f R∈ .
Proof. If J R= , there is nothing to prove. So we assume that J R≠ . Since depth / 1R J = , by Auslander-Buchsbaum 
formula, we have the pd / 1RR J = , so pd 0R J = . By the graded Nakayama’s lemma, J is a free module of rank 1. 
The next result, essentially appears in (11, Theorem 4). We have slightly extended this result as follows:
Lemma 5.9. Let [ , ]I R K X Y⊆ = be a proper homogeneous ideal, ( ):d d I= , : :
R
J I ∞= m , 1 : :d RJ I
∞= m and 
( ) ( )( )1 1 1NZD / NZD /z R J R J∈ ∩ ≠∅ . Then the following hold:
(1) There exist 10 ,f f R≠ ∈ such that J Rf= and 1 1J Rf= .
(2) There exists 0 dg I≠ ∈ a degree d element in I such that z g .
(3) ( ) ( ) ( )
[ ]
d e
K XJ eI Jz X −
 
−  +  
 , where : dege f= .
(4) ( ) ( )/ /0 : 0 :R I J Il z l z d e= = − , where : dege f= .
Proof. (1) This follows from Lemma 5.8 since 1J and J are saturated homogeneous ideals.
(2) Assume z g , for all 0 dg I≠ ∈ . Then dI Rz⊆ and we have:
1 1 : :d R RRf J I Rz Rz
∞ ∞= = ⊆ =m m .
Hence 1z f , so ( )1 1NZD /z R J∉ . This is a contradiction.
(3) Since I J Rf⊆ = , there exists a homogenesou ideal I ′ such that I I f′= . Then we have:
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(6) ( )pdR M : the projective dimension of M .
(7) ( ) ( ): /M l M Mµ = m : the number of minimal generators of M .
(8) ( ) ( ){ }D : / 0iM i M M= ∈ ≠ m : the set of degrees of minimal generators of M , especially ( )D 0 =∅ .
(9) ( ) ( ){ }: min / 0id M i M M= ∈ ≠ m : the minimal degree of minimal generators of M , especially ( )0d = ∞ .
(10) ( ) ( ){ }: max / 0id M i M M′ = ∈ ≠ m : the maximal degree of minimal generators of M , especially ( )0D = −∞ .
(11) ( ) ( ){ }1 1NZD : NZDM z R z M= ∈ ∈ if 0M ≠ and ( ) { }1 1NZD 0 : 0R=  .
(12) ( ) ( )
0
: : : :i i
M M Mi i
N N N∞
∈ ≥
= = m m m

: the saturation of N in M .
(13) ( ) ( ): 1 top 0 :MMσ = + m : 1+ the degree of the top socle of M , especially, ( ) :Mσ = −∞ if 0 : 0M m : .
Definition 2.2. Let N M⊆ ∈ .
(1) N is called m -full in M if :
M
N z N=m for some 10 z R≠ ∈ . Especially in this case, we say that N is
m -full in M with respect to z .
(2) ( ) { }1-full ; :  is -full in  w.r.t.  zN M z N M R= ∈m m is called the set of m -full divisors  for N in M .
Theorem 2.3. (See (8, Theorem 3.6).) Let N M⊆ ∈ . Then ( )-full ;N Mm is a Zariski open subset of 1R .
Proposition 2.4. (See (8, Proposition 3.4).)Let N M⊆ ∈ and 1z R∈ . Then the following are equivalent:
(i) N is m -full in M w.r.t. z ;
(ii) ( ) ( ) ( )( )/0 : /M NN l z N zM zMµ µ= + + .
Definition 2.5. Let N M⊆ ∈ . ( )0 : 0Mδ = , ( ) ( ){ }: max 0, /M N M N dδ σ= − if 0 dN N≠ = and for general 
0N ≠ , we define ( ) ( ) ( ){ }: max D  M M iN N i Nδ δ= ∈ . We call ( )M Nδ the componentwise m -full defect of N in 
M if depth 1M ≥ .
Lemma 2.6. Let 0 N M≠ ⊆ ∈ , :
ii d
N N= and ( ): :   1, ,i i ML N i r
∞= = m where ( ) { }1D rN d d= < < .





r rd j d j
N N N L L
≥ + ≥ +
= + + = + + m m m .
Proof. By [8, Lemma 4.9 (4)], ( ) ( ){ }max 0, 0jM MN N jδ δ= − =m since ( )Mj Nδ≥ . Hence by definition, 
( ) 0jM iNδ =m ( )1, ,i r=  . By [8, Lemma 4.7 (1) (iv)], ( )
i
j
i i d j
N L
≥ +
=m ( )1, ,i r=  . This completes the proof. 
3. Strongly m - full modules




for all 0i ≥∈ . Especially in this case, we say that N is strongly m -full in M with respect to z .
Remark 3.2. Let N M⊆ ∈ . If N is strongly m -full in M , then by definition, N is m -full in M . 0 is 
strongly m -full in M if and only if ( )1NZD M ≠ ∅ .
Notation 3.3. Let N M⊆ ∈ and 1z R∈ .
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
RfJ R eI Jz I Rz f I Rz
 = − ′ ′+ + + 
 .
On the other hand, there exists an isomorphism : / [ ]R Rz K Xϕ → . By (2), there exists 0 dg I≠ ∈ such that 
z g , so we have ( ) ( )/ /I Rz Rz Rg Rz Rz′ ′+ = + , where g g f′= , and
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )/ / [ ]d eI Rz Rz Rg Rz Rz X K Xϕ ϕ −′ ′+ = + = ⊆ .
Hence ( ) ( )/ [ ] / d eR I Rz K X X −′ +  . This complete the proof.
(4) Since ( )1NZD /z R J∈ , we have ( ) ( )/ /0 : 0 :R I J Il z l z= . From the following exact sequence:
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )/0 0 : 1 / 1 / / 0
z
J I
z J I J I J I Jz
×
→ − → − → → + →
we see that ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )/0 : / [ ] / d eJ Il z l J I Jz l K X X d e−= + = = − by (3) since ( )/l J I < ∞ . 
Lemma 5.10. Let 0 [ , ]I R K X Y≠ ⊆ = be a proper homogeneous ideal, :
ii d
I I= and ( ): :   1, ,i i RJ I i r
∞= = m ,
where ( ) { }1D rI d d= < < . Then the following hold:
(1) There exist homogeneous elements 1, , rf f in R with 1 1: deg : degr re f e f= > > = such that 
( ):   1, ,i iJ Rf i r= =  and 1i if f+ ( )1, , 1i r= − .
(2) There exist ideals 1, , rI I R′ ′ ⊆ such that 1 1 1  , ,  r r rI I f I I f′ ′= = with ( ) ( ) ( ) 1, ,i i i id I d I d e i r′ ′ ′= = − =  .
(3) 1 1 1: r r
R d e d e
rI f f
− −= + + m m .
(4) If ( ) ( ) ( )1 :  RI d I d Iµ ∞= + − m , then 
R
I I=  .
Proof. (1) follows form Lemma 5.8. and 1 rJ J⊆ ⊆ by Remark 3.9. (2) follows form (1). (3) follows form Theorem 
3.10 (1) . (4) follows from Lemma 5.9 (4) and Proposition 2.4 since for ( ) ( )1 1 1NZD / NZD /z R J R J∈ ∩ , we have 
( ) ( ) ( )/0 : :  R I Rl z d I d I ∞= − m and ( )( )/ 1I zR zRµ + = . 
From Proposition 5.7 and Lemma 5.10, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 5.11. Let [ , ]I R K X Y⊆ = be a proper homogeneous ideal. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) I is a componetwise linear ideal;
(ii) I is componetwise m -full in R ;
(iii) I is strongly m -full in R ;
(iv) 1 1 1 r r
d c d c
rI f f
− −= + +m m , where 1, , rf f R∈ homogeneous elements with 1 1: deg : degr rc f c f= > > = ,
1i if f+ ( )1, , 1i r= − and ( ) { }1D rI d d= < < ;
(v) ( ) ( ) ( )1 :  RI d I d Iµ ∞= + − m .
Remark 5.12. Theorem 5.10 (v) is an extension of the result (11, Theorem 4).
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Action Reports of Dormitories and Teachers Actions at Kumamoto-Earthquake  
–A Case of Disaster Occurrence Countermeasures – 
 
Yoshifumi Oyama＊, Koshi Kikuchi＊＊, Kazunori Matsuo＊＊＊, Mitsutaka Nakano＊＊＊＊,  
Yuki Yoshino＊＊＊＊＊, and Izumi Iwashita＊＊＊＊＊＊ 
 
In April 2016, an earthquake with seismic intensity of 7 twice attacked the Kumamoto district, leaving a large scar on the 
Kumamoto area. There were no human injuries at Kumamoto KOSEN. College and there were no major damage to the building 
at the dormitory, but the residents were forced to evacuate without entering the dorm for seven days after the earthquake 
occurred. More than 100 cracks were confirmed on indoor and outdoor walls and living rooms. Dormitory students were obliged 
to evacuate life using the eighth room of the second floor of the school building for seven days, but the residence students 
survived this difficulty with disciplined actions including evacuation and evacuation lives, mainly for officers of the dormitories. , 
The situation of the area, and the state of the residence, and returned to life to sleep in the dorm on the eighth day. School 
students who came to school on May 8 also entered the dormitory and the dormitory life as usual resumed. In emergency, I 
realized that the flexible choice of each position and communication from day to day are more important than anything else. 
 
キーワード：熊本地震，学寮 寮生会と寮務委員会，被災と避難，復旧 
Keywords：Kumamoto earthquake, college damaged, evacuation, dormitory assembly, dormitory committee 
 
１.  はじめに 
2016年 4月に熊本を襲った震度 7の地震では熊本地
方に大きな爪痕を残した（図 1）．地震直後に避難生活
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熊本地震発生時の学寮状況および被災下での寮生・教員の行動報告（小山善文，松尾和典，ほか 4名） 




図 2 熊本地震の余震数（気象庁平成 28年熊本地震の関連
情報 HPより） 
 
表 1 熊本県内の被害状況 2017年 4月まで(総理府平成 29












２.  熊本地震 
2016年 4月 14日午後 9時 26分に震度 7の揺れ，16
日午前 1時 30分にも再び震度 7の揺れが起こり，気
象庁はこれを本震，14日を前震とした．その後も余震
が続き，2017 年 4 月 21 日までの余震の累計は 4,252
回に上る(図 2)．今回の熊本地震の犠牲者は死者 228
人，負傷者 2,753人(平成 29年 4月 13日現在)，倒壊





















4月 14日木曜日午後 9時 26分，震度 7の地震が襲
った．激しい揺れが襲い寮生全員が屋外に避難し点呼
を執った(図 4)．2 名がキャンパスを離れており，そ
のうちの 1 名が電車で 30 分程度の熊本市内まで出掛
けていることがわかったが，地震の影響で電車が不通
となり，直ぐには帰寮できないとわかり寮務委員が車
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(6) ( )pdR M : the projective dimension of M .
(7) ( ) ( ): /M l M Mµ = m : the number of minimal generators of M .
(8) ( ) ( ){ }D : / 0iM i M M= ∈ ≠ m : the set of degrees of minimal generators of M , especially ( )D 0 =∅ .
(9) ( ) ( ){ }: min / 0id M i M M= ∈ ≠ m : the minimal degree of minimal generators of M , especially ( )0d = ∞ .
(10) ( ) ( ){ }: max / 0id M i M M′ = ∈ ≠ m : the maximal degree of minimal generators of M , especially ( )0D = −∞ .
(11) ( ) ( ){ }1 1NZD : NZDM z R z M= ∈ ∈ if 0M ≠ and ( ) { }1 1NZD 0 : 0R=  .
(12) ( ) ( )
0
: : : :i i
M M Mi i
N N N∞
∈ ≥
= = m m m

: the saturation of N in M .
(13) ( ) ( ): 1 top 0 :MMσ = + m : 1+ the degree of the top socle of M , especially, ( ) :Mσ = −∞ if 0 : 0M m : .
Definition 2.2. Let N M⊆ ∈ .
(1) N is called m -full in M if :
M
N z N=m for some 10 z R≠ ∈ . Especially in this case, we say that N is
m -full in M with respect to z .
(2) ( ) { }1-full ; :  is -full in  w.r.t.  zN M z N M R= ∈m m is called the set of m -full divisors  for N in M .
Theorem 2.3. (See (8, Theorem 3.6).) Let N M⊆ ∈ . Then ( )-full ;N Mm is a Zariski open subset of 1R .
Proposition 2.4. (See (8, Propositi n 3.4).)Let N M⊆ ∈ and 1z R∈ . Then the f llowing are equivalent:
(i) N is m -full in M w.r.t. z ;
(ii) ( ) ( ) ( )( )/0 : /M NN l z N zM zMµ µ= + + .
Definition 2.5. Let N M⊆ ∈ . ( )0 : 0Mδ = , ( ) ( ){ }: max 0, /M N M N dδ σ= − if 0 dN N≠ = and for general 
0N ≠ , we define ( ) ( ) ( ){ }: max D  M M iN N i Nδ δ= ∈ . We call ( )M Nδ the componentwise m -full defect of N in 
M if depth 1M ≥ .
Lemma 2.6. Let 0 N M≠ ⊆ ∈ , :
ii d
N N= and ( ): :   1, ,i i ML N i r
∞= = m where ( ) { }1D rN d d= < < .





r rd j d j
N N N L L
≥ + ≥ +
= + + = + + m m m .
Proof. By [8, Lemma 4.9 (4)], ( ) ( ){ }max 0, 0jM MN N jδ δ= − =m since ( )Mj Nδ≥ . Hence by definition, 
( ) 0jM iNδ =m ( )1, ,i r=  . By [8, Lemma 4.7 (1) (iv)], ( )
i
j
i i d j
N L
≥ +
=m ( )1, ,i r=  . This completes the proof. 
3. Strongly m - full modules




for all 0i ≥∈ . Especially in this case, we say that N is strongly m -full in M with respect to z .
Remark 3.2. Let N M⊆ ∈ . If N is strongly m -full in M , then by definition, N is m -full in M . 0 is 
strongly m -full in M if and only if ( )1NZD M ≠ ∅ .
Notation 3.3. Let N M⊆ ∈ and 1z R∈ .
